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HOW TO MOODLE GUIDE FOR LEARNERS
1. INTRODUCTION
When writing this manual we assume that you have at least a basic knowledge of using a
computer including input devices like a mouse and a keyboard. In addition, it is assumed that
you are familiar with your web browser and navigating between pages on the Internet.
The “my-eLEARNING” website uses Moodle as its Learning Management System. In this
guide you will be introduced to the basics of using Moodle as part of your studies. The most
appropriate use of this manual is to have it to hand while you use Moodle for the first time.

1.1

LOGGING INTO MOODLE

To access the LMS you need to log in to the site with the username and password allocated
to you during registration:
1. Open your Internet browser
2. Navigate to the “my-eLEARNING” portal by typing myelearning.co.za in the URL
address bar, then pressing ENTER on your keyboard.

You should now see the “my-eLEARNING” portal page:
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You have the opportunity to find out more about Cefa and the Programmes by navigating
through the menu at the top of the page:

To log in you click on the red link called “Log in” in the middle at the bottom of the page. Enter
your username and password and click “Log in”. Remember your username should be
entered in lowercase, and your password is case sensitive:
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You should be taken to your “my-eLEARNING” home page. From here you can navigate to
your course, edit your profile or custom made the look of your web pages by configuring the
different Blocks to your liking.

1.2

NAVIGATING MOODLE

You will find the Navigation block on the left side of the screen, from where you can select My
home to take you to your personal home page. The default layout has the Navigation and
Administration blocks on the left side, the Course overview and link to the course content in
the middle, and the My private files and Online users blocks to your right:

You can customise your page by clicking on the Customise this page button on the top right
corner. This will allow you to add, move or remove different blocks. Do so by clicking on the
settings icon in the block you want to edit:
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You would not be able to remove the Navigation and Administration blocks, but have the ability
to dock or hide those blocks.

1.2.1 Docking
Docking allows the user to collapse a block, thus opening up more of the screen for the course
content. To dock a block simply click the docking icon.
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Docked:

Undocked:

1.2.2 Expandable / Collapsible Blocks
A very handy feature is the ability to expand and collapse content inside blocks. This allows
the user a lot of freedom to easily navigate to exactly where they want to go, while not being
overwhelmed by too much information.
Inside of a block, look for an arrow that points to the right, or down. This indicates that the
content can be expanded or collapsed.
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In the image below, note the squares besides My home and View profile. The squares indicate
that these items are not expandable. Now look at the icon to the left of Forum posts. The
right facing arrow indicates that this item is expandable. Compare it to the down pointing
arrow to the left of Blogs. This item has already been expanded, and its content is indented
below the Blogs heading.

It is important to realize that these arrows are toggle buttons. Click once and they expand,
click again and they collapse. To save screen real estate, keep the content you don’t need
collapsed until you need it. The quick way is to simply click the arrow beside of Blogs. This
will collapse all of the course links down and save a ton of space.

1.3

EDITING YOUR PROFILE

Now that you are logged on to Moodle we would advise that you edit your profile. Editing your
profile will allow you to become familiar with the options available to you in order to personalize
your environment.
By clicking on My profile settings in the Administration block the menu expands to enable you
to edit your profile, change your password and configure your messaging and notifications
amongst others:

Select Edit profile from the menu. You will now see a page containing a series of options.
Below we will go through some of the options and give advice on selections. Although, you
may alter many of the settings most should be left as they are in order to ensure that Moodle
functions for you at its best. You may wish to consider changing the sections below.
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Field
Email address

Email display

Email digest type

Setting and explanation
Your Email Address is set to your Cefa account automatically and
can't be changed. This is done to ensure that third party email filters
do not stop your communication from your course.
It is up to you which of these options you select but our advice is to
keep in mind that the purpose of Moodle is collaboration and
communication.
You should change this to Subjects to ensure that you receive your
course email in a condensed format.

When you are finished editing your profile, click the Update Profile button at the bottom of the
page to save your changes.

1.4

EMAILING YOUR INSTRUCTOR

It is a good idea for all Internet students to send an introductory email to each of their
instructors within the first few days of the course. Click on My profile in the Navigation block,
then Messages below it. You can search for your instructor by typing the name, or part thereof
in the textbox on the right, then click Search people and messages. When you click on your
instructor name, a message box will open, where you can type your message. Click Send
message to post your message.
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1.5

USING THE CALENDAR

The Moodle calendar is a very useful feature. It is highly recommended to add the calendar
as a block. The calendar is customized for each student, and contain notices about all of your
different classes. The calendar will also list important dates at Cefa and the start and end
dates for classroom activities. You should use the calendar to stay up to date with your
assignments and tests.
In addition to the Calender block you can also add the Upcoming events block, which acts as
a reminder for assignment due dates etc.
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1.6

USING THE MY PRIVATE FILES FUNCTION

Every student has the ability to store files on the “my-eLEARNING” platform. You can upload
or download your files anytime you wish. To do so, you have to follow the steps below very
carefully:
1. Open your Learning journal or Reflective journal from your activity page when
instructed to do so, by clicking on the link. The file will open in a new tab.
2. Before editing the journal first save the empty journal by clicking
a. File>Save As> then select your destination (i.e. My Documents or Desktop), or
b. Right click and select Save As, then select your destination (i.e. My Documents
or Desktop).
The reason for this is that if you use Chrome as a Browser it might not save the
content you added in the pdf form. By saving it first and then opening it will
allow you to open the file with Adobe Acrobat
3. Write down which destination you saved your file to
4. Go ahead and add content to your journal. Remember to click Save when you are
done.
5. Go back to your Browser and expand My profile from the Navigation block. Then select
My private files. You can drag and drop your files onto the space provided to the right
of the screen.

Remember to Save changes before you navigate away from here.
6. Alternatively you can click on the Add File icon as indicated below.
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7. The File picker will open. Select Upload a file from the left pane, the click the browse
button on the right

8. Navigate to the destination you saved your file to in point 3 above
9. Double-click on the file, then select Upload this file
10. Click Save changes
11. You can download and open your files from My Private Files at anytime, but it is
strongly suggested to follow the 10 steps above everytime you do so. In this way you
will be sure to keep your work safe.
If you experience problems with opening a pdf file in your browser you can navigate to the
following link for helpful tips:
https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/using/display-pdf-in-browser.html#Internet_Explorer_8
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2. NAVIGATE TO YOUR COURSE CONTENT
To enter your course content you need to select My courses from the Navigation block on the
left. You will see a Course overview block in the middle, with possible reminders below it. By
clicking on the reminder, it will expand to give you more detail about it:

The next step is to click on the Course name, in this case Community Development NQF Level
5. This will navigate you to the Modules page, where you will be able to enter the Module you
are scheduled for:

Select the appropriate Module to take you to the Learning Material, as well as the different
activities which has to be followed and completed in sequential order.
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2.1

TRACKING YOUR PROGRESS

Your instructor has the option to enable Activity Completion in your course. If they have chosen
to do so, this will help you keep track of which items you have completed in the course.
In the image above, notice the check boxes to the right of the items in the course. They can
actually be checked just by clicking them. This gives you the ability to keep a checklist of your
activities. Typically these check boxes are used only to help you track your progress.
However, some instructors may choose to use them to help determine your participation in
the course. As a general rule, if you see the check boxes, be sure to use them.

3. USING FORUMS
Discussion boards in Moodle are called Forums. You can use forums to discuss topics
selected by your instructor. When posting to a forum always assume that all other students
in the class can view your posts. Forums can be customized to varying degrees by your
instructor. The example used here is for a simple forum. You may experience several different
types of forums in your classes.

3.1

POSTING TO A FORUM:

To reply to a forum you should:
1. Go to the relevant Forum in your Activity list
2. Read the directions and/or topic of the discussion.
3. You have the option to click on the Forum up for discussion (usually at the bottom of the
page), or alternatively click the Add a new discussion topic button, depending on the
instructions.
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4. Clicking on the Forum up for discussion, in this example “Factors that influence
community dimensions”, will take you to a page where you can reply and post to the
Forum, or edit your post:

5. Next, type a reply to the forum in the Message field.
6. Lastly, click the Post to Forum button.
7. Once you have submitted your post you will see a page reminding you that you have
time to edit the post before it is emailed to others if they have requested to have it do so.
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4. USING THE QUIZ ACTIVITY
Testing in Moodle is very user friendly and most students like it. Moodle tests are computer
graded which allow the student to receive their grade immediately in most cases. However,
there are a few very important things you need to know before taking your first test in Moodle.
When your instructor is ready for you to take a test typically a link will appear. Be sure you've
read any information provided by your instructor as to when you should take the test. Never
enter a test unless you are prepared to complete it.
It is important to plan the time you'll take your test. Once you start a test there is no "turning
back". You should take your test at a time when you'll have few distractions.
When you click on the link to a test you'll be taken to an overview screen where you can learn
a little about the quiz. Included will most likely be the due or close date for the quiz and the
time limit if applicable.
When you are ready to attempt the quiz click the Attempt quiz now button.

Your test may be timed. If so, you'll see a timer appear at the top left of the screen when you
enter your test. This timer will count down the time you have left to complete your test. In
Moodle you will be kicked out when the time limit is up so please be sure to finish your test
and submit it PRIOR to the time running out.
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Take note of the Quiz Navigation block at the top, left side of the screen when in the Quiz.
Each number represents a question. The question with the dark border is the one you are
currently working with. To move to a new question simply click the number, or click the next
box. Also notice that for each question you can choose to “Flag Question”. This allows a
student to mark a question so that they remember to come back to it later. The Quiz navigation
block will tell you a lot of information about your status in a quiz. When a question has been
flagged, its corresponding number in the Quiz navigation block will now have the upper, right
corner coloured in red. As you move through a quiz, questions will be shaded grey as they’re
answered.
When the student is done with the quiz, they will click the Finish attempt link to be taken to a
summary page prior to submitting the quiz for grading. The Summary page clearly shows the
student which questions were flagged and which questions have been answered.

From this screen they can click any question to return to it. When they’re completely finished
with the quiz they will click the Submit all and finish button to submit the quiz for grading.
Most of your test questions are graded as soon as you click Submit. Your instructor decides
how much information you'll see next. You may only see your score or you may see each
question and the correct answer. For each question, note how many points you were
awarded. Your score will appear in the grey box at the top of the page. You may miss a fill in
the blank question due to spelling. If so, contact your instructor. They may or may not give
you credit for the question.
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If your test includes essay or short answer questions those must be graded individually by
your instructor. You are not awarded any points for those questions until the instructor has
graded them.
To come back later and review your tests, simply click on the name of the test from your course
page, then click your grade.

5. USING A WIKI
In a wiki you will be building a body of knowledge on a certain topic/ concept together with
your fellow learners.
In most cases, the wiki will be available for a limited time period. The time period is clearly
indicated for each separate wiki. Make sure you are aware of how much time is available so
that you can plan accordingly.
You will notice that a number of learners can access this wiki. The assessor has access to
the wiki as well, and will post comments at certain intervals.

5.1

CREATING THE FIRST PAGE
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5.2

ADDING MORE PAGES

Type the name of your page in double brackets (screenshot below marked 1). You can
preview it by clicking the “preview” button towards the bottom of the screen. Press the “Save”
button.

Now click the (red) link for one of the pages (marked 2 in screenshot) and you will be prompted
to create it in the same way you create the first page. Once created, a page has a blue link.

5.3

WIKI EDITING IN GENERAL

Depending on the type of the wiki there are several ways to edit your page. But don’t worry,
the best thing of a wiki is that nothing is lost. Note that the options for editing, commenting,
viewing history, map and view files may all be accessed both from tabs at the top and links in
the Navigation block.
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View
The view tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to display and view the wiki
page.
Edit
The edit tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to edit the wiki page.
Comments
The comments tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to see and add
comments about the wiki.
History
The history tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to see what has been
altered in the wiki.
Compare edits
To compare edits click the “Compare Selected” button. Click the “Restore” button of the
version you want to restore if the latest edit is unsuitable.

Map
The Map tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to view areas of the wiki
such as a list of pages (as in the following screenshot), updated or orphaned pages etc.
(Orphaned pages are pages not linked to anywhere.)
To select what you want to see, click the Map menu dropdown box.
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Files
The files tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to access any files which
have been added to the wiki.
By default, the Teacher role can add and manage files to the Files tab, but the Student role
can only view them.

6. USING CHAT
After entering and reading through your Chat activity you will see the following links at the
bottom of your page:

•
•
•

6.1

Click here to enter the chat now – this takes you to the chat session
Use more accessible interface – this gives a simpler chat room without frames and
javascript
View past chat sessions – when enabled, this takes you to a list of past sessions with
links to the chat.

JOINING IN A CHAT SESSION

In normal view, the screen is in two parts with the participants on the right, the messages on
the left and a box at the bottom into which you type your message and press “Send” to make
your contribution
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The chat module contains some features to make chatting more fun:
•
•
•
•
•

Smilies: any smiley faces (emotions) that you can type elsewhere in Moodle can also
be typed in here and they will be displayed correctly
Links: internet addresses will be turned into links automatically
Emoting: you can start a line with “/me” to emote. For example, if your name is Kim
and you type “/me” laughs!, then everyone will see Kim laughs!
Beeps: you can send a sound to other people by hitting the “beep” link next to their
name. A useful shortcut to beep all the people at once is to type ”beep all”
HTML: if you know some HTML code, you can use it in your text to do things like insert
images, play sounds or create different coloured and sized text.

7. USING A GLOSSARY
When you first create a Glossary, click “Save and display” to be taken to the “Add a new entry”
screen. Alternatively, click on the Glossary link and then click the “Add a new entry” button.

Alternatively click the Add a new entry in the Administration block to your left:

Enter the word you want to define in the Concept text field. If there are synonyms you want
to include with the entry, add them to the Keyword(s) text area. Enter one word per line.
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If you want to add an attachment, such as a picture or an article, you can either drag and drop
it or click the “Add” button to upload via the File picker.
Select the auto-linking options (see below) and save the changes.
This entry should be automatically linked
If site-wide glossary auto-linking has been enabled by an administrator and this is set to “yes”,
the entry will be automatically linked wherever it appears.
This entry is case sensitive
This setting specifies whether matching exact upper and lower case is necessary when
performing automatic linking to these entries. If it is turned on, then a word like “html” in a
forum posting will NOT be linked to a Glossary entry called “HTML”
Match whole words only
If automatic linking is enabled, then turning this setting on will force only whole words to be
linked. For example, a glossary entry named “construct” will not create a link inside the word
“constructivism”.

7.1 EDITING GLOSSARY ENTRIES AND ADDING CATEGORIES
Categories may be created to help organise your glossary entries. If you’ve enabled autolinking, the category names can be linked along with individual entries.

7.1.1 To Create A Glossary Category:
•
•

Click the “Browse by category” tab in the main page of the glossary.
Then click the “Edit categories” button on the left side of the page:
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•
•
•
•

Click the “Add category” button on the resulting categories page.
Give the category a name.
Choose whether you want the category name auto linked as well
Click the “Save changes” button

If you auto link the category name, any occurrence of those words will be linked. When a
Student clicks on the link, they will be taken to the “Browse by category” page of the glossary.

7.1.2 Browse options
You can browse glossaries according to the following options:
•
•
•
•

Browse by alphabet
Browse by category (if there are categories added)
Browse by date (you can sort entries by last update or by creation date)
Browse by author

7.1.3 Search options
•

You can also search for a given word using the Search field. Checking the “Search
full text” option (on the right side of the search box) allows searching for a given word
in any position in the text. This can take longer and return more entries than you might
wish, but it is thorough. If you do not check the “Search full text” box, the search only
looks for the term names. The index below lets you browse the glossary according to
a given letter:

7.1.4 Waiting approval
If entries require teacher approval before being publicly posted, the number of entries will
appear in a link.

8. SUBMITTING ASSIGNMENTS
Assignment refers to tasks assigned to Students by their teachers to be completed outside
the class. Common assignments may include a period of reading to be performed, writing or
typing to be completed, problems to be solved, a project to be built, or other skills to be
practiced.
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Students can complete assignments by clicking on the relevant activity in the activities list:

All submissions goes via Turnitin for Originality checks among others. By clicking on the
activity the Student will be navigated to a page similar to the one below. The page consists
of different tabs. The Summary tab includes the description of the task at hand.

Please read through the instructions carefully and ensure you understand what is required.
When you are ready to submit you can click on the Submit Paper tab. You have two different
forms of submission: either text or file upload. By selecting the Submission Type in the
dropdown list, you will have the ability to submit whichever method you choose.
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Once you uploaded your file though the “Browse” button you can click on “Add Submission”
You will be redirected to the Submission Inbox screen which reflects all your submissions and
their status:

Important to note
Turnitin currently accepts the following file types for upload into an assignment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Word™ (DOC and DOCX)
Corel WordPerfect®
HTML
Adobe PostScript®
Plain text (TXT)
Rich Text Format (RTF)
Portable Document Format (PDF)
Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT, PPTX, and PPS)
Hangul (HWP)

For assignments that accept any file types the following image file types can be displayed
and rendered in the Document Viewer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

JPEG
GIF
PNG
TIFF
BMP
PICT
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All other file types that are not one of file formats listed above will be accepted by Turnitin
when the assignment is set to "Accept Any File Type" but the file may not be displayed in the
Document Viewer. When files cannot be displayed in the Document Viewer instructors are
still able to download the original file from the Document Viewer.
The file size may not exceed 20 Mb. Files of larger size may be reduced in size by removal
of non-text content or the instructor may be contacted to request multiple assignments to
submit the document in sections.
Text only files may not exceed 2 Mb.
PDF documents must contain text to be submitted. PDF files containing only images of
text will be rejected during the upload attempt. To determine if a document contains
actual text, copy and paste a section or all of the text into a plain-text editor such as
Microsoft Notepad or Apple TextEdit. If no text is copied over, the selection is not actual
text.
Users submitting scanned images of a document or an image saved as a PDF will need
to use Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software to convert the image to a text
document. Manual correction of the resulting document is highly recommended to fix any
errors caused by the conversion software.
Some document formats can contain multiple data types. This includes text, images,
embedded information from another file, and formatting. Non-text information that is not
saved directly within the document will not be included in a file upload. This includes
references to a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet included within a Microsoft Office Word
document.
Users whose files are saved in a file type that is not accepted by Turnitin will need to use
a word processing program to save the file as one of the accepted types. Rich Text
Format and Plain Text file types are nearly universally available in word processing
software. Neither file type will support images or non-text data within the file. Plain text
format does not support any formatting, and rich text format supports only limited
formatting options.
When converting a file to a new file format, users should rename their file with a name
other than that of the original file. This is suggested to prevent permanent loss of the
original formatting or image content of a file due to it being overwritten.
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